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introduction from 
national director
a difficult and challenging year has, however, also been 
one of tremendous achievement, characterised by landmark 
programmes and increased bbc investment in broadcasting 
in scotland.

audiences are at the heart of all of our broadcasting and, across 2009/2010, we looked to ensure 
that the many diverse needs and tastes of our viewers and listeners were met, on television, radio 
and online. 
across the month of september the This is Scotland season on bbc four showcased the best of 
our nation’s culture, arts and music before a uk audience and the second part of Scotland’s History 
broadcast to critical acclaim at the turn of the year, on bbc one scotland, network and on the bbc 
hd channel.
our news teams continued to bring the best local, national and international journalism to radio, 
television and online audiences across scotland, from local reporting on the winter weather chaos 
to coverage of the release of the lockerbie bomber, which brought with it a prestigious royal 
television society award.
the bbc’s network supply review saw several key programmes transfer to scotland during the 
course of the year. The Review Show and The Weakest Link both began filming in our studios at pacific 
Quay in glasgow. they joined a slate of new productions, across genres, which have helped boost 
bbc network investment in scotland to over 6% of the total bbc spend, meeting the 2012 target 
set for us in 2007 by the director-general and the bbc trust. 
i’m delighted to report that our studios have never been busier – and that has been good news for 
our in-house teams, for independent production companies and for the creative industry sector 
across scotland.

Ken MacQuarrie 
director, scotland

“ against a difficult financial backdrop, bbc 
network business in scotland has continued 
to increase, and we are now starting to 
realise the full potential of our digital 
television and radio studios at pacific Quay 
and our drama facilities at dumbarton.” 
ken macQuarrie, director, scotland

Cover image
radio scotland’s sportsound presenter richard gordon examines the oldest football in the world, part of a family-friendly 
relic trail of historical objects inspired by our history of the world project, and which can be seen at the stirling smith art 
gallery and museum. see www.smithartgallery.demon.co.uk
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two-minute summary
Genre

arts 6.45

comedy 11.59

current affairs 177.12

drama 51.61

entertainment 5.91

factual 40.40

factual entertainment 12.13

music performance 22.57

news and weather 315.35

religion/beliefs 1.86

sport 164.20

total 809.19

repeats 306.07

total hours 1,115.26

bbc scotland’s radio hours 
bbc radio scotland 8,400

repeats 1,600

total hours 10,000

bbc radio nan gàidheal 3,255

repeats 913

total hours 4,168

bbc alba television hours 
news and current affairs 183

other bbc funded programmes 27

bbc funded programmes 210

partner (mg alba) funded programmes 443

total hours 653

repeats 1868

total hours 2521

bbc scotland’s network 
television hours
total hours 422

1,640,000
the number of unique users who access bbc scotland’s news scotland website each week.

250,000
the number of requests to view, via the bbc iplayer, received both by Limmy’s Show and by  
Gary Tank Commander. 

74.6%
the percentage of qualifying hours of originated programming on bbc alba supplied by 
independent production companies.

2
the sony awards – gold and bronze – won in 2009/10 by broadcaster edi stark for her work  
for bbc radio scotland 

Further facts and figures for 2009/10 available at bbc.co.uk/scotland/info/

weekly reach in scotland  
% television

weekly reach in scotland  
% radio

BBC One

07/08 78.1
08/09 77.7
09/10 77.1

BBC Radio nan Gàidheal

07/08 68.0
08/09 69.0
09/10 68.6

BBC Radio Scotland

07/08 21.4
08/09 26.6
09/10 21.2

BBC Two

07/08 57.0
08/09 56.2
09/10 55.4

BBC ALBA

08/09 (Sept 08–March 09) 5.5% (220,000)

09/10 4.3% (180,000)

bbc scotland’s local  
television hours

tv highlights
the This Is Scotland season on bbc four in september 2009 
celebrated scotland’s art, culture and history. it increased 
the channel’s reach by 6% and contributed two of the 
channel’s top five programmes that month.

radio highlights
Desperate Fishwives, the aberdeen-based comedy sketch 
show, found a new audience on bbc 7 and is now being 
filmed for a television pilot for bbc scotland.

online highlights
former children’s laureate michael rosen featured in  
bbc scotland’s first ‘authors live’ event, webcast to an 
estimated online audience of over 100,000 schoolchildren. 
future events, in partnership with the scottish book trust, 
will include Julia donaldson, Jacqueline wilson, charlie 
higson, philip pullman and eoin colfer. 
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service performance
from award-winning dramas and documentaries to 
innovative children’s game shows and fresh new comedy 
talent, bbc scotland’s creative output on tv, radio and 
online excelled across the year.

Television
in news, Reporting Scotland’s audience increased 
for the second year in a row. more than 
477,000 now watch each weekday at 6.30pm, 
compared to an average audience of 465,000 
in 2008.
nearly one million people tuned in on 4 January 
as blizzards and freezing conditions swept 
across the country. for more than a week our 
tv news coverage provided vital information 
and live reports from around scotland to huge 
audiences watching on bbc one. 

Reporting Scotland and Newsnight Scotland were 
both in the vanguard of media coverage of 
the release of the lockerbie bomber. glenn 
campbell won one of tv’s most prestigious 
news awards – the royal television society’s 
award for ‘scoop of the year’ – for breaking 
the story. 
in June 2009, bbc scotland marked a decade of 
devolution with a live televised debate and brian 
taylor’s documentary, Holyrood and the Search 
for Scotland’s Soul.
in december 2009, we focused on renewable 
energy in the run up to the copenhagen 
conference and hayley millar investigated 
scotland’s renewable energy potential in 

Power of Scotland. Jackie bird travelled to 
afghanistan in february, to report on the 
scottish medics running the main field hospital 
at camp bastion. her live reports featured on 
reporting scotland and in the documentary  
For Care and Duty.
throughout the year business editor douglas 
fraser provided analysis of the ongoing 
economic crises, with a particular focus  
on the scottish financial sector.
bbc scotland’s investigations unit ran a number 
of high profile reports. The Millionaire Thieves 
revealed how organised crime makes millions 
from shoplifting, Hash in the Attic examined  
the growing problem of cannabis farming and  

The Buckfast Code investigated the links between 
tonic wine and violent crime. 
for network, the Panorama investigation  
into Britain’s Homecare Scandal won a scottish 
bafta and prompted a parliamentary motion 
that applauded it for being “in the finest 
tradition of investigative journalism.” 
a strong year for factual programming included 
a number of highlights. the This is Scotland 
season on bbc four offered programmes as 
varied as Rory Bremner and the Fighting Scots, 
peter capaldi’s Portrait of Scotland and Off Kilter, 
Jonathan meades’ idiosyncratic and provocative 
view of scotland and the scots.

1.  arifa farooq went undercover  
to expose systemic failings at the 
heart of britain’s domiciliary care 
system in Panorama: Britain’s Home 
Care Scandal.

2.  peter capaldi’s Portrait of Scotland 
considered how scotland’s art has 
reflected the changing face of  
the nation.

Scotland

bbc alba is 
broadcast from  
scotland to the 
whole of the uk 
on satellite.

1 2
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december saw the second half of the bafta 
award-winning series A History of Scotland 
transmit on bbc one scotland, repeated on 
bbc two network and on the bbc hd channel.
Jimmy’s Food Factory was a huge hit, with nearly 
six million viewers on bbc one network, the 
highest rated science format on the channel. 
Global Harvest played well on bbc two, where 
Simon King’s Shetland Diaries also peaked with an 
audience of 3.2 million. 
a number of key programme strands 
transferred to scotland as part of the bbc’s 
network supply review. The Review Show 
(formerly Newsnight Review) began broadcasting 
from pacific Quay in January and Imagine 
saw alan yentob explore topics as diverse as 
scrabble and the work of influential sculptor 
anish kapoor. they join an increasingly 
impressive roster of bbc network arts 
programmes from scotland, which includes  
The Culture Show and Artworks.

mark beaumont’s latest epic journey took him 
from the heights of mount mckinlay in alaska 
to ushuaia in southern argentina, a journey of 
some 13,000 miles and all of it played out daily 
in two-way conversation with our audiences via 
social networking sites. Cycling the Americas was 
broadcast in march on bbc one.
around 20% of all of the bbc’s children’s 
programming is commissioned from scotland, 
and most of it is made by our children’s 
department. 
Nina and the Neurons continued to bring to life 
science and technology for the under-6s on 
cbeebies and Ed and Oucho’s Excellent Inventions 
did likewise for 9-12 year olds on cbbc. Raven, 
now in its 10th series, continued to captivate its 
loyal young audience, the animated television 
series OOglies for cbbc broke new ground 
and work commenced on the hugely innovative 
multiplatform game show, Mission 2110. 

in drama, Hope Springs, from shed productions, 
charted the travails of four women on the run 
and hiding out in a small scottish town and 
Personal Affairs offered offbeat drama for  
bbc three.
Wallander, the award winning adaptation of  
the henning mankel novels, set in sweden  
and starring kenneth branagh, proved a hit  
with audiences on bbc one: a third series  
has been commissioned. 
the fifth series of Waterloo Road continued 
to reflect the ups and downs of daily life in 
a secondary school, the popular River City, 
now in a one hour format, remains scotland’s 
only dedicated soap opera and One Night in 
Emergency marked the television debut of 
acclaimed writer gregory burke.
in entertainment, T in the Park, scotland’s  
biggest music festival, was brought to uk 
audiences with live and highlights coverage on 
television and radio, online video steaming and 
87 hours of footage available via the bbc red 
button service. 

the World Pipe Band Championships online 
videostream attracted over 46,000 hits from 
viewers across the uk, us, the commonwealth 
and europe. the edinburgh military tattoo 
offered, in part, a tribute to burns on the 250th 
anniversary of his birth; songs, poems and acts 
from as far afield as tonga and china featured in 
the bbc one network broadcast.
in november 2009, Children In Need once  
again drew an impressive television audience, 
attracting 1.1 million viewers in scotland and 
raising on the night £1.65million. 
Hogmanay Live 2009 showcased some of 
scotland’s best traditional and modern musicians. 
it was available to viewers throughout the uk 
via red button and via the web (which also 
afforded access, for the first time, for 
international audiences).
work continued to uncover, nurture and 
develop new comedy writing, bringing together 
established and emergent young writing talent 
from across the country. series this year 
included Happy Hollidays, with ford keirnan, 
Burnistoun, and, making a successful transition 

1.  The Review Show was one of a 
number of network programmes 
which transferred to scotland during 
the year.

2.  programmes such as Nina and  
the Neurons continued to build  
bbc scotland’s reputation as a  
centre of excellence in children’s 
television production.

3.  Wallander, with kenneth branagh, 
drew an average television audience 
of 5.7 million viewers on bbc one 
in January 2010.

service performance continued

31 2
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from online to tv, the innovative Limmy’s Show 
and Gary Tank Commander. on network, The 
Life of Riley, starring caroline Quentin, and The 
Old Guys, with roger lloyd pack and Jane asher, 
both returned for second series. 
in sport, live scottish cup and cis insurance 
cup action, and the world cup qualifier 
between norway and scotland, was 
complemented by Sportscene’s weekly spl 
highlights and online clips of all the goals. 
shinty’s camanachd cup final was 
webstreamed live, allowing global access; and 
rallying, bowls, athletics, golf, rugby and cricket  
all featured during the year.
in learning, 70 scottish schools participated 
in the 2010 school report. a learning Zone 
edition of Jimmy’s Food Factory was produced for 
younger viewers and the interactive Talkie Time 
sought to help 4-6 year olds to engage with 
numeracy and literacy. Clydeside Stories allowed 
four groups to tell their personal tales of how 
river clyde regeneration had affected them. 
in september bbc alba marked its first year 
on-air, on satellite, with a schedule featuring a 
variety of new programming, including Tormod,  
a challenging and intimate portrait of writer  
and entertainer norman maclean. 
An Là brought weeknight news, with the  
winter weather and major local stories, such  
as the threatened closure of the Qinetic base  
in uist, to the fore. lifestyle challenges facing 
scotland were explored in the entertaining  
and informative series Farpais Fhallain. 

in a summer of music bbc alba brought the 
celebrated hebridean celtic music festival to 
a wider audience, alongside T in the Park, blas 
and the hebridean tattoo. the christmas 
schedule provided a showcase for new writing, 
directing and acting talent with the children’s 
drama Siubhlachan developed in conjunction 
with the mg alba filmg competition. a new 
learning zone supporting the 5-14 curriculum 
was launched in a weekly format, with 
complementary online resources; alongside 
Speaking our Language, learning support was 
enhanced by an extended Beag air Bheag 
website and the new Facal Oirbh site.
under the leadership of internationally 
renowned chief conductor donald runnicles, 
the bbc scottish symphony orchestra played 
to audiences across scotland, from glasgow to 
inverness, aberdeen to ayr, and at the bbc 
proms in london. the opening concert of the 
season, mahler’s symphony no.1, was broadcast 
on bbc two scotland.
bbc scotland’s public events are many and 
varied, each designed to allow audiences to 
engage directly with us in a number of ways. 
across the summer, our family days reached 
over 50,000 people as part of the Scotland’s 
History campaign, and Nina and the Neurons and 
Ed and Oucho’s Excellent Inventions workshops 
were a feature of the edinburgh international 
science festival. 
the pacific Quay, River City and doors open 
tours allowed visitors a look behind the scenes 
and media literacy workshops offered 
workshops in film direction and production,  
for young and old alike.

BBC radio sCoTland
an industrious and creative year for bbc 
scotland’s radio teams was rewarded with 
a slew of awards and nominations, including 
gold and bronze in the prestigious sony radio 
academy awards. 
there were fresh offerings within the schedule, 
based on extensive audience research and 
analysis. new programming included Brian 
Taylor’s Big Debate, the panel game Swots and,  
in spring 2010, the launch of Call Kaye.
ricky ross hosted Another Country while 
lorraine kelly and muriel gray presented 
conversation series such as Forgive & Forget  
and Mavericks.
in news, Good Morning Scotland was at the 
forefront of scotland’s big stories in the past 
year. during the freezing weather of January 
2010 we broadcast more than 100 extra local 
bulletins providing local information for our  
local audiences. 

the month-long season of programmes – 
Under the Influence – examined scotland’s social 
and cultural relationship with alcohol and the 
drama Daniel & Mary focussed on the problems 
of a young girl dealing with alcoholic parents. 
another season – 30 Days in Europe – explored 
scotland’s links with the continent.
there was continuing support for live music 
in scotland with coverage of rockness, t in 
the park, celtic connections, the glasgow 
international Jazz festival and the homecoming 
finale concert at the secc. in mid-summer, 
MacAulay & Co and Festival Café took up 
residence in edinburgh, offering coverage  
of the festivals there.
we continued to evolve our online offerings, 
with the introduction of the new culture and 
conversation Zones, with re-versioned archive 
content. our comedy Zone remains the most 
popular of these online innovations.
comedy also added sparkle to our festive 
schedule with the new series of Desperate 
Fishwives being stripped across one week  
in the run-up to christmas.

service performance continued

1 2

1.  presenter miles Jupp and co-presenter 
susan morrison host bbc radio 
scotland’s comedy quiz game, Swots. 

2.  Call Kaye, with kaye adams.
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service performance continued

neTwork radio
our production teams continue to provide 
programming across the uk radio networks. 
there was critical acclaim for bbc radio 
4’s smiley plays, based on the work of John 
le carre, as there was for A Very Scottish 
Homecoming, Who Pays for the High Road  
North? and Johnny Cash of Easter Cash.
returning bbc radio 4 series included Click 
On and Tracing Your Roots. for bbc radio 3, 
we provided 17 concerts from the edinburgh 
international festival and, in march 2010, a 
number of programmes for Scotland Week.
vic galloway continued to present his weekly 
Introducing programme for bbc radio 1 
listeners in scotland.

BBC radio nan gàidheal
this year saw the lunchtime gap bridged on 
bbc radio nan gàidheal with the introduction 
of a new daily lunchtime topical programme in 
addition to the extended weekend schedule 
offered to the audience in autumn 2009. the 
re-launched drivetime radio show Siubhal gu 
Seachd now has a facebook presence, facilitating 
audience participation. 
the monday evening edition of the popular 
music strand Rapal was re-focused to target a 
young teen audience and now offers a platform 
for developing new presentation talent drawn 
from its audience
reflecting on scotland’s year of homecoming 
the radio series Alba: Thall is a Bhos invited 
scottish exiles to tell their stories of home.
January 2010 saw the launch of Bliadhna nan 
Òran / Year of Song. the wealth of story, history 
and life experience contained in the bbc 
archive of gaelic song is the focus of a year-long 
tri-media initiative. 

online
it was another strong year for online in 
scotland, with an average of 2.3 million users 
visiting our sites each week. news and sport 
continue to draw the largest audiences and 
blogs by key correspondents remain popular. 
video webcasts with scotland’s political leaders 
were broadcast online as part of our party 
political conference coverage. 
the re-launched and refreshed Bitesize  
offerings performed strongly during the  
exams; unique users peaked at over 70,000 
per week and may’s weekly average page visits 
reached 850,000. 
the music team covered many of scotland’s 
major festivals. t in the park had by far its best 
year, with 1.3 million discrete requests for 
streamed video – a four-fold increase on 2008. 
Scotland’s History site re-launched in october 
with rich archive and contributory debate, the 
quality of which led to a web-to-tv commission 
– a studio debate, covering national identity and 
history in schools, with panellists neil oliver 
and actor brian cox. objects from scottish 

museums also contributed to bbc radio 4’s 
History of the World partnership with the  
british museum. 
our six bbc local sites were re-launched, with 
45,000 users visiting around 220,000 pages each 
week at the turn of the year. 
burns night brought with it confirmation that 
our robert burns site had passed one million 
unique users since its launch in January 2009. 
over 450 recordings of burns’ poems are  
now available on the site, the remainder to  
be added in the upcoming year. 
in march, our webcast of the first ‘authors live’ 
event from pacific Quay, in partnership with 
the scottish book trust, saw former children’s 
laureate michael rosen webcast to an audience 
of over 100,000 schoolchildren.

1 2 3

1.  david tennant and the cast rehearse 
John steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men 
for bbc radio 4 in the pacific Quay 
drama studios.

2.  emma macinnes presents the  
best new music on bbc radio  
nan gaidheal’s Rapal.

3.  over 450 of robert burns’ poems 
have so far been added to the 
website, with readings by hrh the 
prince of wales and first minister, 
alex salmond msp, among others. 
the Scotland’s History website, which 
accompanied the second part of the 
televised A History of Scotland series, 
included interactive games and 
downloadable ‘audio walks’.
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looking ahead
Quality will remain at the heart of all of bbc scotland’s 
output in 2010/11, on each of its broadcasting platforms,  
as we strive to reach out to audiences across scotland  
and beyond.

Journalism
bbc scotland will continue to play a pivotal role 
in scottish life by producing excellent, original 
journalism and delivering the best coverage of 
the big stories on radio, television and online.
in particular, we will focus on scottish and uk 
politics in the wake of the general election and 
in the lead up to the scottish parliamentary 
elections in may 2011. 
our investigations will continue to shed light on 
important issues, scrutinising people and policy 
for the public good. these investigations will play 
a prominent part in our journalism across all 
broadcast platforms.

on radio, we will continue to offer improved 
local coverage on big stories of public concern. 
online, we will look to provide a better 
breaking news service, updating stories more 
often, as we seek to serve our audiences on  
the move.
on bbc alba, An Là will continue to provide  
a focus for local, national and international news 
and Eòrpa, also on the bbc parliament channel, 
will continue to assess european current affairs 
for the gaelic language community. 

knowledge/musiC/CulTure 
Scottish Landscapes will be a major landmark 
series for bbc one scotland in 2010, examining 
the changing environment and man’s role in 
shaping it. it will be accompanied by outreach 
activities, multiplatform content and a bbc two 
scotland documentary, Men of Rock, which will 
tell the story of scotland’s pioneering geologists.
The Lighthouse Stevensons will celebrate the 
engineering achievements of the family dynasty 
who built lighthouses around britain; Travellers 
will offer an intimate portrait of one of 
scotland’s travelling families and Films of Scotland 
will offer a unique visual perspective on the  
last century.
music will remain at the heart of the schedules 
of bbc alba and radio nan gàidheal, with 
coverage of events and festivals such as 
the national mod, celtic connections, the 
hebridean celtic music festival, blas and with 
special programming to mark bbc scotland’s 
Year of Song.

online, we will develop our learning websites, 
closely aligning them with the scottish curriculum, 
targeting learners from pre-school to adult and 
linking content with general programme output 
where appropriate. gaelic learning resources, 
online, on television and radio, will be prioritised, 
with new pre-school animations and a new 
science-based resource for 6-12 year olds on 
bbc alba. a bespoke website for gaelic song 
will be launched.
this year marks the 75th anniversary of the  
bbc scottish symphony orchestra, which  
will be celebrated with a live concert. 
radio scotland will continue to champion 
scotland’s rich cultural and musical heritage, with 
coverage ranging from the glasgow Jazz festival 
to two weeks of programming from  
the edinburgh international festival. 

1. election 2010.

2.  in 2009 donald runnicles, formerly 
music director with the san 
francisco opera, became chief 
conductor with the bbc scottish 
symphony orchestra.

1 2
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looking ahead continued

drama/Comedy 
drama development remains a priority for bbc 
scotland. in 2010/11, new original drama will 
be commissioned to sit alongside River City. for 
network, Single Father, with david tennant (for 
bbc one) and Lip Service (for bbc three) will 
be broadcast later this year, as will The Deep, the 
drama set in the icy depths of the arctic ocean. 
filming will start in italy in spring 2010 on the 
dramatisation of three novels by michael dibdin. 
on radio, 12 new dramas, the majority from 
scottish writers, will be commissioned for 
radio scotland and we will continue to provide 
dramas and speech programming for the bbc’s 
network radio channels, including bbc radio 4.

in comedy, second series of Gary Tank 
Commander, Limmy’s Show and Burnistoun have 
been commissioned, part of our strategy 
to create distinctive, innovative comedy on 
bbc two scotland. the channel will also air a 
number of comedy pilots over the course of 
the year. 
a similar strategy will apply on radio scotland, 
where the station will seek to reach out across 
the generations. eight new comedy pilots will be 
transmitted, with a view to two new comedy 
series being commissioned. the station will 
continue to work with new and established 
stand-up comedians, playwrights and novelists  
in scotland with a view to creating original 
sitcom, sketch, comedy drama and other 
innovative hybrid formats.

Children’s
entertainment and factual programmes for 
audiences of cbeebies and cbbc will continue 
to define the department and its work. 
Nina and the Neurons on cbeebies and Ed & 
Oucho’s Excellent Inventions on cbbc established 
our reputation for revealing science as 
imaginative and creative. we are developing 
new series to continue exploiting the common 
ground and talent we share with production 
teams in the factual department.
studio gameshows and adventure games have 
been a bedrock for the department and the 
biggest launch of the year will be for Mission 
2110 on cbbc. for transmission this year, the 
new multiplatform adventure game builds on 
the skills and specialist knowledge we have 
developed over the last seven years in making 
the multi-award-winning Raven and showcases 
the multiplatform capabilities of bbc scotland. 
we are exploring opportunities to partner with 
other public service broadcasters in europe on 
future series. 
 

cbeebies continues to thrive with more work 
this year than ever before. the next big push 
is to develop and produce a new, channel 
defining landmark series in scotland. on cbbc 
the priority is to build on our ground-breaking 
comedy series Hedz and OOglies. Hedz won 
a bafta for best children’s comedy and the 
next step will be to build on this by exploiting 
the opportunities presented by the edinburgh 
fringe and the glasgow comedy festival.

1.  like Limmy’s Show, Gary Tank 
Commander, featuring gary 
mclintoch, made a successful 
transition from online to television: 
both have been recommissioned.

2.  many of the uk’s top animators 
worked on bbc scotland’s 
innovative stop-frame  
animation OOglies.

3.  ed and his cactus companion oucho 
travelled the country in the popular 
children’s science series Ed and 
Oucho’s Excellent Inventions.

1 2 3
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looking ahead continued

evenTs/wide appeal 
we will continue to offer content that reaches 
out to the increasingly diverse communities  
of scotland, reflecting the country’s rich  
cultural heritage. 
the various edinburgh festivals will provide a 
focus for much of our output in the middle 
of the year and we will continue to explore 
opportunities to link with and reflect the best 
of scotland’s many cultural gatherings, including 
the borders book festival, glasgow’s comedy 
and Jazz festivals, the hebridean celtic music 
festival, etc. 
all of scotland’s major music events will be 
covered in our programming, including celtic 
connections, t in the park, the mod and the 
world pipe band championships and we will 
seek to extend access to all of these, for viewers 
and listeners, across broadcast platforms.

coverage of Bliadhna nan Òran / Year of Song, will 
be a priority for radio nan gàidheal, providing 
a focus for the celebration and exploration of 
gaelic song and its place in the culture and life  
of scotland. it will be complemented with 
televised output on bbc alba and enhanced 
online resources.
events that bring the nation together will also 
feature in our programme schedules across the 
year. hogmanay, burns night and st. andrew’s 
day will be marked by dedicated output and 
the bbc scottish symphony orchestra, in 
its 75th year and under the baton of world 
renowned conductor, donald runnicles, will 
continue to offer an exciting programme of 
concerts across scotland, with many broadcast 
on bbc radio 3.
in 2010/11 we will increase the number of 
live scottish cup games offered to viewers 
and, with the restructuring of uefa football 
competitions, we will look to find creative ways 
to provide live football as part of our overall 
sports offer.

live coverage of major sporting events, such 
as the scottish cup final, camanachd cup and 
melrose 7s, will be complemented by output 
dedicated to a range of minority sports and a 
live televised climb, from harris in the western 
isles, will feature the world’s top mountaineers.

1.  for the fourth year in a row, bbc 
scotland televised highlights from the 
world pipe band championships 
from glasgow. © culture and sport 
department, glasgow city council.

2.  on radio, television and with 
extensive highlights online, the  
celtic connections festival once 
again proved enormously popular 
with audiences.

1 2 4

3

3.  Sportscene’s dougie donnelly.

4.  melrose take on peebles in  
the second round of the 2010  
melrose 7s. © douglas hardie  
– bordernet ltd. 
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contactskey priorities for next year
in 2010/11 we will seek to consolidate the success  
achieved this year, providing a firm basis for future  
business development while continuing to explore  
new and innovative ways of engaging with our  
various audiences.

neTwork
we will build on the bbc’s network supply 
review (which in 2010 has seen responsibility  
for a number of network programmes transfer 
to bbc scotland) in order to continue to 
increase investment and support the growth  
of scotland’s creative industries.

aCCess
we will continue to extend public access to 
bbc scotland’s programmes and content, 
delivering a refreshed and refocused website 
and expanding the availability of our output on 
a range of digital platforms, including the bbc 
iplayer and mobile technologies.

loCal
the 2010 uk general election and the 
implications of the result for scotland will be  
a major focus for our output and, across the 
year and across all broadcast platforms, we  
will improve news coverage of local government 
and local communities.

radio
to establish radio scotland as the national  
radio service for 21st century scotland, we  
will, with familiar voices and new presenters, 
provide more engaging content that delivers 
vibrancy, spontaneity and surprise and which 
seeks to forge strong personal relationships  
with listeners.

if you wish to find out more about the  
bbc’s year – including full financial statements 
and each service’s performance against its 
statement of programme policy – then  
please visit www.bbc.co.uk/annualreport 
if you want to know more about how the bbc 
is run then please visit www.bbc.co.uk/info
bbc information is our audience’s virtual 
front door to the bbc. if you have a question, 
comment, complaint or suggestion about bbc 
programmes and services, then please write  
to us here:
BBc Information 
po box 1922 
glasgow g2 3wt
telephone: 03700 100 222* 
(lines are open 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week. calls may be monitored or recorded  
for training purposes.)
textphone: 03700 100 212*
fax: 0141 307 5770
website: www.bbc.co.uk/feedback
last year the bbc had over 3.3 million contacts  
with the general public.
*  03700 numbers are called ‘uk wide’ and cost no  

more than calls to 01 or 02 geographic numbers.

to find out more about bbc scotland  
and our services, programmes, activities  
and events, visit us at  
www.bbc.co.uk/scotland 
www.bbc.co.uk/alba
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credits

design 
luminous.co.uk

prinT 
royle print. the printing inks are made with non-hazardous 
vegetable oil from renewable sources. over 90% of solvents 
and developers are recycled for further use and recycling 
initiatives are in place for all other waste associated with this 
production. royle print is fsc and iso 14001 certified with 
strict procedures in place to safeguard the environment 
through all processes.

paper 
printed on cocoon offset which is made from 100% recycled 
fibres sourced only from post consumer waste. cocoon 
offset is certified according to the rules for the  
forest stewardship council.

Cert no. TT-COC 002228

management

ken macQuarrie, director,  
bbc scotland 

catherine smith, head of strategy

donald iain brown, head of talent 
division and change

bruce malcom, chief operating 
officer

wendy aslett, head of hr and 
development 

ian small, head of publicy policy and 
corporate affairs

donalda mackinnon, head of 
programmes and services

mairead ferguson, head of marketing, 
communications and audiences
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